ENERGY STAR® Certification No. *

System Type | Model Number | SUEF† | SUEF Draw Pattern† | ICC-SRCC OG-300 Cert No.§
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Solar w./ Electric Backup | RS80-48BP | 5.9 | 84 GPD- High | 2009033A
Solar w./ Electric Backup | RS80-40BP | 4.8 | 55 GPD – Medium | 2009033D
Solar w./ Gas Backup | RS80-40BP-TG | 8.0 | 55 GPD – Medium | 2010048A
Solar w./ Gas Backup | RS80-48BP-TG | 54.9 | 55 GPD – Medium | 2010048B
Solar w./ Gas Backup | RS120-64BP-TG | 9.9 | 84 GPD- High | 2010048C

* ENERGY STAR® certificates are available at https://www.energystar.gov/productfinder/product/certified-water-heaters/
§ OG-300 certificates are available on the ICC-SRCC website at www.solar-rating.org
INSTALLATION

Solar water heating systems must be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s published installation instruction, ENERGY STAR Residential Water Heater Specification, the applicable code(s), and the ICC 900/SRCC 300-2020 standard.

MARKING

Models listed above shall be marked in accordance with the requirements of the OG-300 program, as specified by the ICC-SRCC Rules of Procedure for Solar Thermal Listing Reports and the ICC-SRCC Rules for Certificate and Mark Use.

Models listed above are eligible to utilize the ENERGY STAR name and marks in accordance with the terms of the ENERGY STAR Residential Water Heater Specification listed above, ENERGY STAR Partnership Agreement and the current ENERGY STAR Identity Guidelines.

CONDITIONS OF LISTING

1. Systems shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s published installation instructions and the applicable codes.
2. Systems shall maintain a current ICC-SRCC OG-300 Certification.
3. Manufacturer must be an ENERGY STAR Partner and meet all ongoing requirements associated the ENERGY STAR Partnership Agreement. If the Partnership Agreement is terminated by either the manufacturer or the EPA, this listing shall be invalidated.
4. Manufacturer shall comply with all warranty requirements associated with the ENERGY STAR specification.
5. Devices and components are manufactured by Rheem Water Heaters, Montgomery, AL, USA under a quality control program with periodic surveillance inspections conducted in accordance with the applicable ICC-SRCC program requirements.
6. This listing is subject to all terms and conditions of the ICC-SRCC Rules of Procedure for Solar Thermal Listing Reports and the documents incorporated therein by reference.
7. ENERGY STAR® and the ENERGY STAR® mark are registered trademarks owned by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and their use by the manufacturer is subject to the requirements of the ENERGY STAR Identity Guidelines as specified by the ENERGY STAR Partnership Agreement.
8. ENERGY STAR products are third-party certified by ICC-SRCC, an EPA-recognized Certification Body.
9. Listings are not to be construed as representing aesthetics or any other attributes not specifically addressed, nor are they to be construed as an endorsement of the subject of the listing or a recommendation for its use. There is no warranty by the Solar Rating and Certification Corporation, express or implied as to any finding or other matter in this listing, or as to any product covered by the listing.
10. This document must be reproduced in its entirety.